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The program Foreign language (Russian) is designed for international students who are educated under program “2+2” to form language and speech skills so as to perform educational activity in Russian and communicate within the social and everyday, socio-cultural and academic scopes at level B1 - B2.
Orientation of this program towards the introduction of the educational and scientific Russian language and imparting communication skills to engineers at the earlier stage are of specific meaning because communication skills of Russian are regarded by the authors as the motivational factor for students who are going to continue their study at Russian universities. This factor explains the following:
Firstly, the ratio of teaching materials provided by the Department (generic communication scope and professional communication scope) during the first term 3:1; in the second term 3:1; in the third and the fourth terms 2:2, correspondingly.
Secondly, a specific status of the rhetorical profile of the program, which defines two main rhetoric routes: a) academic (educational and scientific communicative scope) and b) business (communication skills especially for engineers).
This program supposes the comprehensive approach oriented towards acquiring knowledge in the rhetoric field and the development of rhetoric skills, in particular: 1) logical narration, 2) oral speech and written text in a dialog/monolog, 3) work at text using metatext means peculiar rather to the scientific speech, 4) knowledge of the main lexico-grammatical means of communication that are used in educational and scientific and professional communication scopes.
In teaching different kinds of speech adapted texts are used taken from such sources as text-books and teaching lectures (explanation dialog, dialog-questions).
The program Foreign language (Russian) intended for international students who are educated under program “2+2” contains the Russian vocabulary which is used in the everyday, socio-cultural and educational and scientific scopes of communication (not less than 3000 items); the necessary minimum of semantic-syntactic constructions, linguistic, speech and properly communicative material knowledge of which will allow students educating in Russian universities.
Final term tests and term supervision include tests and the exam in written and oral forms, correspondingly.
The program amounts 864 hours in all, including lectures (0 hrs); tutorials (848 hrs) and colloquiums (16 hrs).

